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STATEMENT

The abstract artist whose desire is to find in his unconscious
those shapes which will satisfy his search for significant form
necessarily requires a method.

Rapid collage of contemporary two-

dimensional materials, their shapes fragmented and reoriented,
provides a spontaneous pattern or configuration which is then avail
able for inspection and approval or revision either by additional
collage or alteration by the use of the artist's traditional materials,
The entire color pattern may also be repeated solely through the use
of traditional means, allowing for another intuitive revision and so
for an enhancement of the fidelity of image.

Finally, the accepted

design is a correlate of the hitherto unknown and unseen unconscious.
The thesis paintings are the result of this working method.

II
THE ELABORATION

The choice of two-dimensional screen process advertising for
collage materials is both an expedient and a conceptual and intuitive
requirement.

It admits, too, of a conservative approach as does the

consequent use of the artist's traditional painting methods.

But

this no doubt is a necessary step for the academically trained artist
still working with the flat picture surface and compelled to transform
subject matter.

The found object will not satisfy nor will imitation.

Yet it will be seen that in this creative effort conservative tech
niques are a necessity.
Collage, then, is the
where

method. One case;

only the intuition can operate,

positions occurring.
faculties in abeyance.

Another case:

working at a speed

or faster yetwith random juxta

working with the reasoning

This is possible when the artist is committed

only to a search for significant form and is unhampered by thematic
material, convention, schematics, or style.
The infinity of relationships possible rather than presenting
a bewildering impasse provides the necessary store of configurations
the abstract artist needs to
These conditions will
artists.

meet the

conditions ofsignificant form.

be met in various ways by different

The highly subjective nature of the solutions must be remem

bered and the possibility of the creative effort resulting in a product
entirely lacking in communication accepted.
2

3
The psychological compulsion to creation of art need not concern
us here.

It must be granted, though, that the possibilities of solu

tions to pictorial form for the abstract artist lie in the unconscious
and can be recovered and utilized through interaction of the uncon
scious and the appropriate stimulus.
The shape once recognized can be tested through repetition and
revision.

The flexibility of painterly means provides for this, allow

ing high sensitivity of response to the new and intriguing juxtaposi
tions.

Shape, color, and spatial relationships may all be varied, and

the design in its entirety repeated until purity of form is achieved.
Intuition works throughout.

The collage materials chosen meet

this painter's desires as to both image content and image structure
(i.e., its actual physical make-up).

The photograph reproduced on a

scale suitable for outdoor advertising results in a low definition
image.

This invites participation— painting into the figures.

Screen

process reproduction supplies a flat color, ink image, an image com
patible with the painter's means.
The photograph is a record of an isolated space-time segment of
the world, an image in perspective with its attendant limited viewpoint.
The written word has created the individual and permitted his isolation.
The alphabet (and its extension into typography) made
possible the spread of the power that is knowledge, and
shattered the bonds of tribal man, thus exploding him
into agglomeration of individuals.^

^Marshall McLuhan, Understanding Media; The Extensions of Man,
pp. 171-2.

Perhaps the most significant of the gifts of typography
to man is that of detachment and noninvolvement. . . .2
The electric age demands of man simultaneity of vision and a bond
to the race.
Electric writing and speed pour upon him, instantaneously
and continuously, the concerns of all other m e n . 3
Thus confrontation with the contemporary world is the only pos
sible course open to the serious artist.

To chart his extension into

media and to examine his position in the collective unconscious is his
task.

So, photograph and typography, two end products of the mechanical

age, are dealt with simultaneously in the collage-paintings.
tive and the written word destroyed.

Perspec

"Word Falling— Photo Falling."^

Again, as Burroughs details the struggle against the alien "Word"
we hear
The message of Total Resistance on short wave of the world
— This is war to extermination— Shift linguals— Cut word
lines— Vibrate tourists— Free doorways— Photo falling—
Word falling— Break through in grey room— Calling Partisans
of all nations— Towers, open fire— "5
The resulting design, or color pattern, with its particular and
special configuration, is non-verbal in character and must remain so.
Because of its subjective nature its perfection is inaccessible to all
except those who have the vision.

McLuhan insists that the medium is

Zibid., p. 173.
3%bid., p. 172.

William Burroughs, Nova Express, p. 73*
W b i d ., p. 75.

5
the message.

Explication of the work of art is then without meaning

as the effect on the future shape of society will be determined by the
medium alone.
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